We describe a compiler strategy we call łSoftware Multiplexingž that achieves many benefits of both statically linked and dynamically linked libraries, and adds some additional advantages. Specifically, it achieves the code size benefits of dynamically linked libraries while eliminating the major disadvantages: unexpected failures due to missing dependences, slow startup times, reduced execution performance due to indirect references to globals, and the potential for security vulnerabilities. We design Software Multiplexing so that it works even in the common case where application build systems support only dynamic and not static linking; we have automatically built thousands of Linux software packages in this way. Software Multiplexing combines two ideas: Automatic Multicall, i.e., where multiple independent programs are automatically merged into a single executable, and Static Linking of Shared Libraries, which works by linking an IR-level version of application code and all its libraries, even if the libraries are normally compiled as shared, before native code generation. The benefits are achieved primarily through deduplication of libraries across the multiplexed programs, while using static linking, and secondly through more effective unused code elimination for statically linked shared libraries. Compared with equivalent dynamically linked programs, allmux-optimized programs start more quickly and even have slightly lower memory usage and total disk size. Compared with equivalent statically linked programs, allmux-optimized programs are much smaller in both aggregate size and memory usage, and have similar startup times and execution performance. We have implemented Software Multiplexing in a tool called allmux, part of the open-source ALLVM project. Example results show that when the LLVM Compiler Infrastructure is optimized using allmux, the resulting binaries and libraries are 18.3% smaller and 30% faster than the default production version. For 74 other packages containing 2ś166 programs each, multiplexing each package into one static binary reduces the aggregate package size by 39% (geometric mean) compared with dynamic linking.
INTRODUCTION
On most modern desktop and server systems, the vast majority of applications are dynamically linked, because it reduces network, disk and memory consumption for libraries that are shared across applications. Dynamic linking, however, has significant disadvantages [Agrawal et al. 2015; Collberg et al. 2005; Orr et al. 1993] . Application installation sometimes fails because necessary libraries are missing from the end-user's environment. Applications are slower to start because they must discover what code to use, and resolve memory layouts and indirection tables. Execution performance is also negatively impacted by introducing indirection on external references. Even compiler optimization is impacted by preventing cross-module optimizations that are possible when statically linking. Additionally, the ability to load executable code at run-time creates exploitable vulnerabilities; e.g., the recently discovered Samba exploit allows a malicious remote client (with access to a writable share) to cause the server to dynamically load and execute a shared library containing arbitrary code [MITRE Corporation 2017] .
In this paper, we describe a compiler strategy we call łSoftware Multiplexingž that combines a predetermined set of applications into a single statically linked executable, while achieving the code size benefits of dynamically linked libraries and eliminating all the above disadvantages. Put another way, Software Multiplexing achieves many benefits of both statically and dynamically linked libraries, and adds some additional advantages. Briefly, the executables shipped this way are statically linked and fully self-contained (if all components are included when linking); are much smaller than the equivalent statically linked versions in aggregate, and also smaller than the equivalent dynamically linked versions in aggregate; start up immediately because no load-time overhead is incurred; execute without run-time indirection overheads because they are statically linked; are fully amenable to link-time optimization across all application/library boundaries; and avoid vulnerabilities due to dynamic loading of library components (as long as all libraries are included via static linking). Moreover, these programs enable optimizations across multiple distinct applications, e.g., when such applications may share code not captured by shared libraries (we briefly describe this new opportunity, but exploiting it and evaluating the benefits are subjects for future work).
A key part of the technical contribution is enabling Software Multiplexing to work without requiring a major rewrite of existing application build systems, which would be impractical. In particular, the build systems of most applications are designed for dynamic linking, while a few allow more flexibility for individual libraries. Rewriting such build systems to enable static linking if they don't already support it can be onerous and even impractical. Software Multiplexing works transparently without requiring modifications to the build system in most cases; we have built thousands of Linux packages using Software Multiplexing, with only a small number requiring minor build system changes.
Motivating Example
As a concrete example of the size vs. performance tradeoffs, consider Figure 1 and Table 1 which show size and performance of the set of executables and libraries comprising the LLVM compiler system when built using static vs using shared libraries. The performance metric used is the total time to compile the full LLVM 4.0.1 system from source. Note that although this example is itself a compiler system, the size and performance impacts should be similar to those in other large systems (at least those written using C++).
Using shared libraries results in a much smaller footprint overall, but negatively impacts performance by 36%, compared with Static. LLVM developers prefer the statically linked variants, while OS distributions and users build using shared libraries.
To mitigate the overheads of LLVM's many libraries, they provide a special option that combines all the libraries into a single shared libLLVM.so which is the recommended way to build LLVM suited for dynamic linking. This is much faster than using separate shared libraries, but is also about 2.5x larger.
Our approach (Allmux) combines all the executables and libraries of LLVM into one single statically linked executable, which is significantly smaller than all the other versions and significantly faster than both the Shared versions (and as fast as the Static one). In particular, the Allmux version In other words, Allmux is significantly better than either static or dynamic linking, without any significant disadvantages.
Existing Solutions
These observations are not new: the software community has attempted several approaches to balance these tradeoffs, although none of them are optimal, and the best ones require extensive manual effort or high cost, or both. For example, Google is known to configure and build software almost entirely statically [Moore 2017 ] essentially choosing to pay the cost of higher storage and memory to obtain better performance and reliability. LLVM, as described above, provides a unified library, libLLVM, but this is neither as fast as static linking nor as small as separate dynamic libraries.
The most explicit solution, Slinky [Collberg et al. 2005] , uses SHA-1 digests of code pages to identify identical pages across statically linked executables. It modifies the Linux kernel and uses a novel executable format to identify shared code, and to transmit, store and load it into memory only once. Slinky executables are larger than dynamically linked executables because of the additional hashes, they incur some load-time penalty, and the authors report a 20% storage space increase and a 34% network bandwidth increase. They also do not enable compiler optimization across application and library boundaries. Software Multiplexing is superior in all these ways, and avoids requiring OS kernel changes, but does require explicit (though simple) compiler support, and also requires identifying the sets of applications that should be multiplexed together. (Combining Sinky with Sofware Multiplexing would additionally enable redundant code pages across the multiplexed sets of applications, while preserving the extra benefits of Sofware Multiplexing within each set.)
Overview of Software Multiplexing
Software Multiplexing is intended to be used for software systems, packages, or sets of packages that are expected to be installed on a system, and which share one or more libraries of code. Some examples include the set of programs in a compiler (like LLVM or GCC); applications built using a 154:4 Will Dietz and Vikram Adve common windowing framework like libQtGui; collections of applications with common themes, such as editors, shells, or window managers; separate versions of the same application or library, because different users on a system may use different versions; etc. The bottom half of Figure 9 in an Appendix shows a large number of software packages containing multiple applications (ranging from 2 to 166 programs per package), yielding a geometric mean 39.2% reduction in aggregate binary size for these packages, compared with dynamically linking. Most importantly, while the benefits of multiplexing depend on the chosen set of applications to multiplex, every case we have examined ś including a very large number of widely used software packages ś shows benefits, and these are often substantial.
The Software Multiplexing compiler transformation has two parts:
(1) Automatic Multicall: This is a conceptually simple transform that has to deal with subtle but well-understood correctness issues. A multicall program combines multiple programs into one executable, and dispatches them based on the name used to invoke the program, or a predefined argument. Some packages, e.g., Busybox or coreutils, are designed to do this manually, but otherwise, introducing this feature retroactively is complicated and inflexible. Our work automates this step: a compiler pass takes N application programs as input and combines them into a single combined multicall program. Carrying out these steps after individual executables (e.g., ELF format binaries) have been generated can be quite complex; we instead export the compiler's internal representation (IR) (this is usually a feature in compilers that support Link-time Optimization) for all applications into individual files, merge the files into a single IR file, and use a new compiler pass (a simple IR-to-IR transformation) to add a new main function that dispatches to individual program entry points based on the name used to invoke the program. The pass produces a single merged IR as the output. Note that this is purely a compiler transform: no link editing occurs in this step.
(2) Statically shared libraries: The second part of the transform takes the multicall program and as many of the necessary libraries as possible ś static and dynamic libraries ś and links them into a single program. If all the applications' build systems are designed to use static linking, this step would be straightforward, but of course this is rarely true. Unfortunately, dynamically linked libraries have substantially different semantics from statically linked ones; a message on the binutils 1 mailing list asserts that simply linking in machine code for dynamic libraries using static linking was not just difficult but łisn't a sane ideaž because the information needed to do so is łirretrievably gonež at this stage [Schwab 2005 ]. These problems are almost entirely avoided before code generation, and so we solve this problem with a compiler-based strategy: we export every component in the form of the compiler's IR, before code generation, including the multicall program and all necessary libraries (although some libraries could be omitted, if necessary), then link the IR versions of all components together, then generate native code for the fully linked multicall program.
Software Multiplexing achieves two kinds of code reduction. Like dynamic linking, it eliminates library duplication between (a predetermined set of) applications that are multiplexed into a single binary. Like static linking, it also eliminates unreferenced functions and global variables, which is not achieved during dynamic linking. This is why we are able to achieve binary sizes that are smaller than either statically linked or dynamically linked binaries (in aggregate) for any given set of applications.
Limitations: Multiplexing is not apppropriate for all software, and by its nature (statically linking all your code together) is not suited for situations where what code is executed constantly changes.
For example, one would not want to try to multiplex the dynamic loader itself as the entire purpose is to load an unknown program upon request. There are three specific limitations to multiplexing, at present. First, the benefits of multiplexing are limited to a predetermined set of applications combined together, unlike either shared libraries or Slinky, both of which share code across arbitrary applications on an end-user's system. As noted earlier, combining multiplexing with Slinky would get both kinds of benefits. As a direct consequence, sets of applications to multiplex must be predetermined, cannot be varied from one end-user to another, and adding new applications to an existing set is difficult (short of replacing the entire multiplexed binary for the set). Second, multiplexing makes it difficult or more cumbersome to update software by upgrading or patching dynamic libraries. Third, the current design of multiplexing disallows introspection techniques like the use of dlopen and dlsym. We discuss these further in Section 6.1.
Implementation and Results
We have implemented Software Multiplexing in the LLVM compiler infrastructure as a tool called allmux. This tool is part of the open-source ALLVM project available on GitHub 2 . Allmux allows arbitrary sets of applications, along with their library dependencies, to be merged into a single statically linked executable. The basic usage looks like: allmux arora djview -o combined. The output allexe (essentially, a zip archive of one or more LLVM bitcode files) can be executed using either AOT or JIT compilation using ALLVM tools.
Our results can be summarized as follows: For any particular set of one or more applications, allmux results in a single statically linked binary that has the following properties, compared with the same set of applications using either conventional shared libraries or statically linked individually:
Memory ≤ min(static, shared)
Run time ≤ min(static, shared)
Startup latency ≈ static ≤ shared
The results in Figure 1 and Table 1 , above, illustrate all four of these conclusions for LLVM. As another example, for a set of 10 applications using Qt, the disk size of the multiplexed version is 17% smaller than shared and 66% smaller than static, in aggregate, and the memory usage (when all 10 run concurrently) is 40% less than shared and 63% less than static. A number of other examples are presented in Section 5 and in Appendix A.2.
Our research contributions are the following:
• We present a novel compiler strategy, łSoftware Multiplexing, ž that achieves many benefits of both statically linked and dynamically linked libraries.
• We show how to make Software Multiplexing automatic, even for programs that do not support static linking, by exporting and linking programs and all libraries in terms of the compiler IR.
• We implement Software Multiplexing in the LLVM Compiler infrastructure as the tool allmux.
We use allmux to create self-contained fully static executables for a large variety of software and collections of software.
• We evaluate Software Multiplexing and find it creates programs that take less space and use less memory than both statically and dynamically linked versions, start and execute faster than dynamic versions (matching static versions), and are more secure and portable.
• We share our tools and infrastructure with the community as part of the open-source ALLVM project.
BACKGROUND

Multicall
A few program collections today, e.g., busybox and coreutils, are (optionally) organized as multicall programs (defined in Section 1). Busybox is organized as a collection of optional łappletsž that are built into a single multicall binary. To execute one of the applets, one of two methods can be used: directly invoke the multicall binary giving the name of the applet as the first argument, or more commonly indirectly invoking the multicall binary using symlinks or hardlinks. While busybox supports building applets as separate binaries, this is not encouraged and, in fact, is accomplished with a script that iterates through selected applets and builds a one-applet busybox for each.
On the other hand, coreutils is organized in the more conventional manner: each utility provided has a unique main defined in a source file with matching name. Coreutils can optionally built into a single multicall binary, which is accomplished by extra build system support added by the developers that leverages application knowledge and uses the preprocessor to transform the program and insert declarations.
In both cases the source code organization and build system reflect the expected use case, using ad hoc techniques to build in either the multicall or separate configuration. For self-contained projects designed in this way from the start, the manual approach works well, but larger projects and their dependencies quickly become too complex to repurpose their build systems using these methods. Moreover, independently developed applications cannot be multiplexed in this way.
As a less similar example, compilers like GCC and Clang employ a limited form of multicall: each of these compilers (specifically, the driver program of each) is a single program that invokes different code paths based on the program name used (e.g., gcc vs. g++). Clang goes so far as to allow the invocation name to indicate the desired target triplet, essentially converting the invocation name into an argument. These driver programs go beyond ordinary multicall: they add additional semantics based on built-in knowledge of the intent of the selected program names and options.
In our work, we automate the process of constructing a multicall program from an arbitrary set of separate programs and their libraries, without requiring any changes to the individual programs or build systems, and without adding any new semantics to any of the individual programs.
Compiler Requirements and ALLVM
The Software Multiplexing approach presented in this paper depends on two compiler capabilities:
(1) Exporting IR: The ability to export a self-contained IR for a source file, application or library.
(2) IR linking: The ability to link multiple IR modules into a single one, either an application or a library.
These capabilities are available in many production compilers today, including LLVM, GCC, Intel's ICC, IBM's XL compiler family, and others, because these capabilities are also the key ingredients for link-time optimization (LTO), which is widely available in production compilers. We use the LLVM IR [Lattner and Adve 2004] as the basis for our work. Note that the final statically-linked binaries created by allmux (and used in our evaluation) are ordinary ELF executables suitable for execution on any reasonably-modern Linux system.
For this work, we also use a file format called an allexe, which is essentially just an ordinary zip archive of LLVM IR modules, e.g., a single shared library, or an application and some or all of its libraries, or (after multiplexing) multiple applications and their libraries.
The allexe file format and tools that operate on it have been developed as part of a broader project called ALLVM. ALLVM [Adve et al. 2016 ] is a strategy for system construction in which all (native) software components are represented in a virtual instruction set (in our case, LLVM IR) instead of native machine code. In particular, the allmux tool was developed as an exploration of how code sharing could be made possible in a way that was visible at the LLVM IR level and be naturally analyzed and optimized by compiler techniques across non-traditional boundaries, including across application/shared library boundaries, and across multiple programs. Both these capabilities are made possible by allmux.
In ALLVM, we have extended the LLVM tools (the IR linker, back-end static code generator, JIT compiler, etc.) to work with the allexe file format. We only use the linker and code generator in this work. The ALLVM linker, in particular, merges a multi-module allexe into an equivalent single-module allexe.
It is important to note that the use of the .allexe format and the ALLVM toolchain have negligible influence on the performance results presented here: the file format and the ALLVM tools and are essentially a repackaging of LLVM IR and LLVM tools for greater convenience and reproducibility, and flexibility, with no direct performance impact.
GENERATING MULTICALL PROGRAMS
▷ Multiplex set of allexe programs A 2:
M ←GenDispatchMain(A) ▷ Described in Section 3.1.1 3:
for a ∈ A do 4:
N ← Name(a) ▷ unique invocation name for a (e.g. bash) 5:
a ′ ← alltogether(a) ▷ Link components in a into a single component; return as allexe a ′ 6:
Rename entrypoint in a ′ to main_<N > ▷ (e.g. main_bash) 7:
Generate functions ctors_<N >, dtors_<N > ▷ make static constructors/destructors explicit 8: end for 9:
Combining multiple programs into a single multicall executable is, at a high-level, a simple transformation:
• generate new entry point that runs the selected program;
• transform each input program to use a uniquely named entry point, and execute only its own constructors and destructors; and • merge programs into a single program, binding each program to correct dispatch entry in the new main.
A key addition is to use only one copy of each library in the final program, which requires a less obvious strategy. We first describe the simpler version, łAllmux Basic, ž which does not deduplicate libraries (Section 3.1) and then the full algorithm (Section 3.2).
Allmux Basic
The basic _ allmux transformation is presented in Algorithm 1, and a graphical overview is shown in Figure 2 . The entry point is a generated function that determines which program is being invoked by comparing the filename portion of argv[0] with the names of supported programs, dispatching when a match is found. Once a match is found, the static constructors are executed by a call to the generated ctors_<N > and the static destructors are registered for execution by using cxa_atexit 3 .
It is an error to attempt to use allmux on programs with the same basename, since the dispatch main would not be able to distinguish which program was invoked. This has not proven to be a problem in our experience and is easily avoided if an alternative dispatch mechanism was desired. Matching is implemented as a sequence of calls to strncmp but any appropriate lookup technique may be used.
Static Constructors and Destructors.
Static constructor and destructor functions are required by some programs such as those using certain C++ features or by manually marking functions with special attributes in C. Static constructors must be executed before main and destructors should be executed on successful program termination or normal exit. Normally these are handled through the use of either .init_array or .ctors sections created by the linker and used by the libc implementation.
When multiplexing, care must be taken to only run the constructors and destructors of the program selected for execution. In an LLVM module, constructors and destructors are stored in special arrays of function pointers called llvm.global_ctors and llvm.global_dtors. The allmux Basic tool replaces these arrays with functions (two per input program) that invoke each listed function in the appropriate order and exports those functions as ctors_<N > and dtors_<N > making their execution explicit for use by the generated dispatch main once a program has been selected.
3.1.3 Merging and Binding. After the above steps, the transformed modules undergo a final modification before being linked together: All symbols are internalized other than main, ctors_<N >, and dtors_<N > which are explicitly exported (there are programs that give their main hidden visibility!). This ensures no conflicts or interference when linking, and is not a problem since symbol names are not significant at this point as ALLVM programs are not allowed use of dlopen or dlsym (this limitation is discussed further in Section 6.1). Unwinding still works properly using eh_frame information as usual on Linux, as does dl_iterate_phdr.
Compiling and Running the Multiplexed Program.
The multiplexed allexe can be built into a fully static binary using a standard LLVM native code generator. The resulting binary can be deployed to any Linux machine. Symbolic or hard links should be created for each multiplexed input program, usually in a directory that contains other files the program may require such as configuration or data.
3.1.5 Discussion. The basic allmux algorithm automatically creates multicall programs that dispatch between effectively statically linked versions of each program. The transform is straightforward and the basic behavior of each input program is clearly modeled in the result, making it straightforward to reason about the preservation of program behavior. A few low-level details present in some programs require attention, such as use of /proc/self/exe, but few programs overly rely on such non-portable functionality and when they do they can be addressed as part of porting to the ALLVM program model. In our experience this has worked very well, and we demonstrate a number of examples of this success in the evaluation (Section 5).
The automatic multicall is complete, but there is a problem: duplicated libraries like libX produce multiple copies of code and data in the resulting allexe. Current optimizations in LLVM are unable to identify and eliminate this code duplication, because they cannot identify equivalent functions (we discuss this further in Section 6.1). Our evaluation in Section 5.8 shows the impact of this code duplication on resulting executable sizes.
Multiplexing with Library Deduplication
Algorithm 2 Allmux w/Library Deduplication
for a ∈ A do 5:
N ← Name(a) ▷ unique invocation name for a (e.g. bash) 6:
L ← L ∪ L a ▷ Track set of unique libraries used 10: end for 11:
for l ∈ L do 12:
▷ unique identifier for library l (used by generated main) 13:
Generate functions ctors_<N l >, dtors_<N l > into l ▷ make static constructors/destructors explicit 14:
end for 15: To address the code size increase limitation discussed above, we extend the basic allmux algorithm to treat the libraries of input programs specially and to avoid duplication of exact copies in the common case where a shared library is actually shared. The modified algorithm is presented as Algorithm 2 and an updated graphical overview is shown in Figure 3. 3.2.1 Key Modifications. There are two key modifications to the earlier algorithm. First, step 5 of the basic algorithm ran alltogether on each input allexe individually to link the application and all the libraries into a statically linked IR module, before adding it to the output allexe. The revised algorithm cannot do that because it needs to identify libraries shared between the input programs. We therefore skip the linking step on individual programs, and instead track the set of unique libraries used by the various programs. These libraries are emitted into a combined allexe, along with all the modules with the renamed entry points (step 15). We now run alltogether on the resulting allexe to generate a fully statically linked IR module, and return the resulting allexe, which contains a single module (like the one returned by the basic algorithm).
Generating Dispatch Main with Libraries.
The second modification is in generating the dispatch main and handling constructors and destructors. Construction of main is modified slightly to handle the static constructors and destructors for the libraries (and only the libraries) included in the selected program. This is handled in much the same way as the constructors and destructors are handled already but in addition to invoking ctors_<N > and registering dtors_<N > the constructors and destructors of the libraries are also invoked and registered.
STATICALLY LINKING SHARED LIBRARIES
A key pragmatic obstacle to Software Multiplexing is that most programs we would like to build this way are not easily obtainable in statically linked forms. The generation of shared libraries and dynamically linking against them is the prevailing and explicitly preferred way to build Linux software [openSUSE 2017] . For example, we were surprised to find that no Linux distribution offers fully static or even mostly static executables for non-trivial applications such as git or vim. This is a significant problem for the application of software multiplexing to commodity software, and we note this is also a significant barrier faced by the compiler community to the use of compilerbased cross-module tools on non-trivial applications. To address this general problem, we propose a simple butÐas we show, in part, with our evaluation in Section 5Ð surprisingly effective approach that enables us to statically link many (but not all, see Section 6.1) applications consisting of shared libraries.
Insight
The key insight is a perhaps deceptively simple one and is driven by our own experiences with thousands of Linux applications: despite the possibility of relying on subtle linking semantics or obscure linker features, in general the vast majority of programs only use the fundamental, common features of symbol resolution and relocation.
Embracing this, we set out to try linking of shared libraries at the IR level using simple symbol resolution rules (relocation is irrelevant with IR because all references can remain symbolic). Doing so is far easier at the IR level than after generating binary code, which makes even simple tasks such as łwhat parts of this are codež famously difficult to answer [Balakrishnan and Reps 2010; Meng and Miller 2016] .
This approach proved much more effective in practice than we expected, only requiring a few minor details be addressed before being sufficient to support thousands of software packages. The most important detail to handle is that of symbol visibility, which we discuss next.
Visibility
The use of symbol visibility is important in many applications, allowing shared libraries to internally use symbols without exporting them globally. Beyond good interface hygiene, this can prevent linking problems or runtime errors when multiple objects use the same functions and allows programmers to freely name functions and globals without concern that someone somewhere else might also want to name their function, for example, łprint_usage()". Furthermore visibility affects whether the symbol can be preempted by a definition elsewhere or if uses can be assumed to resolve to the local definition [Drepper 2011 ], which can be important for behavioral and performance reasons.
The scope of a symbol's visibility is at the level of the shared object that defines it, which means it must be addressed when linking the code statically. This behavior is handled when linking the main executable of an allexe with any included shared libraries: we use a straightforward pass to identify hidden definitions and convert them to have internal linkage.
Other Details
Additional consideration may be given to support some interactions involving łvague linkagež (COMDAT or weak symbols), which is used by many C++ implementations to provide a number of features such as the one-definition rule (ODR). Similarly thread-local-storage (TLS) is an important feature for some applications. Neither of these have required taking significant measures to support or emulate, but this has only been tested indirectly, not exhaustively.
EVALUATION
Goals and Software Variants
We claimed in the Introduction that, for any particular łdeploymentž (1 or more programs), allmux results in a single statically linked binary that has specific advantages when compared to the equivalent software using conventional shared libraries or statically linked individually. We evaluate these claims here, through a variety of software and use cases suitable for desktop, server, and developer environments.
For these experiments, we compare up to five different versions of each set of software applications. When statically linking, we use link-time optimization (LTO) to provide a better baseline.
SharedśMusl: (aka, Shared or Dynamic) Each application is built to link with normal shared libraries, using the LLVM toolchain: clang, libc++, libc++abi, compiler-rt, and musl libc (which is used by the ALLVM tools, and so gives an apples-to-apples comparison against the Allmux versions). SharedśGlibc: Same as above, but with GNU libc (since this is more widely used than Musl libc). Static+LTO: (aka, Static) The same software configuration as SharedśMusl, but with all components compiled into LLVM IR, then linked statically, optimized using LTO, and then compiled into native code, yielding a fully statically linked standalone executable for the application. Allmux-NoOpt: (aka, NoOpt) The executable for a set of applications created by Algorithm 2, Allmux with Library Deduplication, and no subsequent optimization. Individual applications (represented by the input allexes) are linked (but not optimized using LTO), before running the allmux pass and native code generation. Allmux-Opt: (aka, Opt or Allmux) Same as Allmux-NoOpt, except that LTO is run on all the applications and (deduplicated) linked libraries collectively, after running the allmux pass and before native code generation.
We are unable to compare directly against the state-of-the-art alternative, Slinky [Collberg et al. 2005] (which is available on their website [Collberg et al. 2004] ), because we couldn't use it on any program we tried to feed it. We have attempted but so far failed to debug the exact cause. Qualitative comparisons are discussed briefly in Section 5.9.
Workloads Used
Not all questions are reasonable for all software: runtime performance is not easily quantified in a useful way for applications such as a torrent client, and memory usage is most naturally measured for long-running and sometimes concurrently executing applications. Accordingly we've selected collections of programs and used them to answer the questions that best match the common usage. A summary of these applications and the questions answered by each is given below. The Claim numbers refer to claims (1)ś(4) in Section 1.
Binary Size (Claim 1 → Sections 5.4.2 and 5.8). : All collections of software are suited for reporting their disk usage, although the appropriate comparisons vary depending on the way the software is commonly deployed. Test Suite's łApplication Start-Up Time 1.0.0ž modified to run our executables (Section 5.6) 4 . The benchmark was conducted for 10 iterations with consistent results.
Experimental Hardware
Performance and startup latency experiments (Section 5.6 and Figure 1 ) were conducted on a Dell XPS 15 9560 laptop with an i7-7700HQ processor (6M cache), 16 GB DDR4, and a 512GB NVMe SSD. Turboboost was disabled to obtain consistent behavior across runs, and hyperthreading was enabled. The machine was running NixOS 17.09 (linux).
Qt Applications
Graphical programs are classic examples of where shared libraries shine: many users will run a number of applications that all use the same toolkits and X11 support libraries. We built 10 Qt [Jasmin 2008 ] applications in the various configurations described in Section 5.1; the applications chosen
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and a brief description of each is given in Table 2 . These were used to measure the effectiveness of software multiplexing in terms of reduced footprint, including both memory and disk usage.
Memory Usage.
To measure memory usage across processes sharing code (Claim 2), we measured the PSS[PSS 2016] of programs after launching one application, after launching two applications, and so on, with each group running in a single virtual machine with no other programs other than the X server. The X server was not included in the PSS items used. (This may cause the PSS numbers shown for Shared libraries to be lower than they should be, i.e., biasing the results in their favor; this would happen if the X server and the applications shared any libraries.) Results are presented in Figure 4 , which displays the results of 5 runs with error bars (due to low variance they are not visible).
As can be seen in Figure 4 the allmux variant consistently uses significantly less memory than the next best configuration ś SharedśMusl ś despite containing functionality for all 10 applications in a single binary. When using configurations that share memory across processes the growth is sublinear, but when launching applications that are individually statically linked, the memory usage is roughly linear (as expected).
Note that when running a single application, the static configuration uses less memory than the shared library configurations, which matches the allmux configuration.
allmux consistently uses no more than any other configuration, and often much less, e.g., about 40% less than the next best (SharedśMusl) when running all 10 applications, and just 1/4 of Static+LTO.
Disk Size.
For each configuration we recorded the number of bytes on disk required to store the binary code (program and closure of library dependencies) for the first application, the first two applications, and so on ś this was done to facilitate comparison with memory usage for concurrent execution of the processes as evaluated above. Note that the allmux series has a fixed size since the binary is fixed and includes all 10 applications. As a result, for a small number of applications, the allmux version is larger than the shared and static configurations. We consider this disk size increase a relatively small cost to pay for the fairly large gains in memory consumption.
Compiler Performance
We use Clang running time (when compiling LLVM 4.0.1) as a metric of software performance, since Clang is modern and widely used software, its performance is important to many application teams, and its use of libraries is carefully designed and flexible. The results of Clang compiling LLVM 4.0.1 were shown in Figure 1 in Section 1. The Clang/LLVM software is organized as a set of libraries that can be linked into a number of programs (tools), such as the Clang program itself. Alternatively, all libraries can be prelinked into one shared library (libLLVM), which is then linked into the separate programs. Shared (lib*) and Shared (libLLVM) show the performance of Clang linked in these two ways, both using dynamic linking. Static and Allmux correspond to the Static-LTO and Allmux-Opt versions defined above.
The results show that both shared library versions are much slower than the two static versions, with libLLVM yielding a large speedup because of the prelinking. More importantly, Allmux matches the statically linked version and strongly outperforming the two dynamically linked versions. Moreover, Table 1 in Section 1 showed that Allmux is far smaller than Static and also smaller than both Shared versions: the best of both worlds.
Startup Latency vs I/O Load
The performance results for compiling LLVM 4.0.1 shown in Figure 1 are caused, to a substantial extent, by lower startup latency of the allmux version of Clang. This is because Clang must be invoked once for each input C++ or C source file, paying much of the startup cost every time, and there are over 17,000 such files in LLVM 4.0.1. To quantify this effect more precisely, we measured the startup costs for a set of programs, for the static, dynamic and allmux versions. Startup latency is also important for interactive computer use such as launching a terminal while system is under heavy load. We repeated this with no background I/O activity and with a background I/O load of 10 sequential readers from large files. Table 3 shows the measured results.
The table shows that dynamically linked program versions are often far slower than their statically linked counterparts, sometimes by an order of magnitude. The allmux versions are virtually identical to the statically linked versions when no IO load is simulated and are slightly slower when heavy background IO is performed (but much faster than the dynamic versions).
Software Collections
Because the benefits of allmux are highly dependent on the set of applications that is multiplexed into each binary, we evaluated different possible scenarios that motivate different such groupings.
5.7.1 Themed Collections. First, we evaluate the effectiveness of multiplexing over collections of software grouped by theme or purpose. As the multiplexed final output binary is a statically linked multicall program that contains the functionality of all the input programs, it would potentially be useful to have prepared to enable themed tasks in a self-contained and efficient manner. The contents of each collection are listed in Appendix B.1. The results are shown in Figure 5 . Statically linked version sizes are not shown because they would be large enough that this approach does not make sense.
The results show that both unoptimized and optimized (LTO) allmux versions are always significantly smaller than the dynamically linked version, and the latter significantly so. The overall reductions range from roughly 10% up to (often) 30-50%.
Across Versions.
It is common for multiple versions of an application or library to exist on an end-user's system. To determine how effective multiplexing is across versions of software, we selected a number of applications and measured their sizes across the three primary configurations: dynamic, noopt, and opt. The software was selected from programs which already had multiple versions present in meta-build repository we used (based on Nixpkgs), indicating the distinct versions were considered useful and not simply an upgrade or bugfix 5 .
We consider examples of server, desktop, and command-line applications. We selected the following software in each category: server: two versions of nginx (1.12.2, 1.13.6) representing łstablež and łmainlinež versions.
desktop: stable and latest git variants of a pdf viewer, qpdfview, and graphical terminal emulator, lilyterm.
command-line: for compatibility reasons it is often useful to have multiple versions (or a specific version) of utilities such as the ones included here: bison, gnugrep, gnumake, and gnused.
. The results for these applications are shown in Figure 6 . For all of these applications, multiplexing significantly reduces binary size individually and even more so when applied across multiple versions. Notice that the sizes of the multiplexed programs with two or more versions are not much larger than those with a single version, whereas for the baseline (dynamically linked) programs, the shared libraries stay fixed (lower portions of the bars) but the application sizes (upper portions) are simply the sum of the individual versions. By exposing shared code to optimizations (opt), size is further reduced; in many cases, the result is even smaller than the size of the dynamic libraries alone (without the executables in question). Future work on function-level deduplication techniques are likely to be especially effective for these experiments, as discussed briefly in Section 6.2.
All the Memcached Versions
An unusual and ambitious idea is to combine all available versions of a given application or library into a single multiplexed executable and ship that to all end-user systems! If there is substantial common code across versions, this may not be as impractical as it sounds, whereas today, it's something that simply would not be practical at all because of increased binary size. This is also useful for answering questions about the effectiveness of traditional compiler optimizations in taking advantage of highly redundant code.
We evaluated this idea on all 40 versions of memcached available at time of writing. We multiplexed together N of these versions in chronological order, up to and including N = 40. The sizes of the resulting programs, as well as comparisons to the dynamically linked equivalents, are shown in Figure 7 .
The key point we see in the figure is that the size of the single, unified binary (Opt) with all 40 versions is only about 3x the size of the dynamically linked binary containing only one application version. In fact, the multiplexed binary can hold over 16 Importance of Library Deduplication. To demonstrate the impact of not performing library deduplication we repeated the memcached multiplexing experiment above without using library deduplication. A comparison of the binary sizes produced is shown in Figure 8 with (on the left) and without (on the right) library deduplication enabled. As shown when not using library deduplication the multiplexed binaries can become larger than the dynamically linked equivalents.
Summary and Discussion
In all cases, multiplexed applications are smaller in size, use less memory, and start up faster than their dynamically linked equivalents, often with quite large improvements. Moreover, they are fully self-contained and require no external dependencies, or dynamic loading functionality. It is also worth noting that although the benefits of multiplexing depend on the chosen set of applications to multiplex, every case we have examined ś including a very large number of widely used software packages ś shows benefits, and these are often substantial.
It is instructive to compare these results qualitatively with those reported for Slinky. The major advantage of Slinky is that it can deduplicate arbitrary pages across arbitrary sets of applications, without predetermining groups to optimize, as with Allmux. In practice, we expect the benefits are orthogonal and the two could be combined for the best outcomes. In particular, Slinky results in larger code sizes than dynamically linked libraries (reported to be 20% higher), and they incur a non-trivial load-time penalty when programs start up. Also, Slinky cannot take advantage of code sharing at a finer granularity than individual pages (e.g., for redundant functions), or in cases where identical code exists but is not identically page-aligned, whereas allmux works ś or can work ś in both these cases. For example, the deduplication for multiple versions of software is less likely to work with Slinky because ensuring identical page alignments is more difficult for arbitrary code than for dynamic libraries (which are the main focus of Slinky). From a deployment perspective, our system does not require changes to the OS kernel, system linker or loader, but we do require changes to the compiler and Slinky doesn't.
DISCUSSION 6.1 Limitations
The Software Multiplexing approach has some limitations. First, as discussed in the Introduction, it requires ahead-of-time selection and processing of collections of programs, and is not well-suited for sharing code across dynamically changing collections of applications. A closely related weakness is that the sharing benefits of multiplexing are confined to the set of applications combined in each package: arbitrary applications cannot share libraries. Another related weakness is that the multiplexed sets are likely to be the same for all or most users, and would not be easy to customize for different systems with different user requirements. A major improvement that addresses many of these problems would be to allow software ś including multiplexed applications ś to be distributed in IR form (e.g., as allexes), so that new applications and libraries could be added to a multiplexed program in the field. This would also enable per-system customization of multiplexed packages.
Second, our approach disallows (or limits the benefits of) updating shared libraries. This can slow down the distribution of bug fixes or security patches through libraries, for example. Some large enterprises like Google compile and distribute a lot of their software statically linked, indicating that this issue may not be of importance to them. Interestingly, distributing software in IR form would mitigate this problem as well, because a new library version could be multiplexed in with other components in a package on the end-user's system. Third, our approach disables explicit symbol lookup and other forms of process introspection such as the use of dlsym, dlopen, and others. These features are infrequently used and are rarely important; for example we discovered that seemingly benign programs such as gnumake, bash, and gawk all have functionality enabled by default that allows for loading arbitrary native code. In future work we plan to optionally support such introspection, as at least basic support for dlsym would not be overly difficult. We originally expected to find this a more serious limitation than it has proven in practice.
Opportunities
Finer-grain Code Deduplication: So far, allmux only eliminates duplicate copies of libraries shared by two or more applications that are muxed together. Significant additional code duplication could be eliminated by identifying other duplicated fragments of code, e.g., functions or smaller code regions. LLVM lacks a pass to identify identical functions or code fragments, but adding that is one of our goals for the near future. Several previous papers have presented sophisticated program analysis techniques to identify duplicate code fragments within programs at various granularities, ranging from functions down to a variety of small code regions De Sutter et al. 2005 , 2003 Edler von Koch et al. 2014; Johnson 2004] . They all focused on individual applications, and we hope to see bigger benefits when applying some subset of those techniques across multiplexed applications and their libraries.
Optimizations Across Novel Software Boundaries: Another opportunity is that a multiplexed program exposes much more code to optimizations, including applications together with their shared libraries, and even multiple related applications. This could enable new optimization opportunities, e.g., inlining code from shared libraries into application-level callers, or (when a set of locally communicating programs are multiplexed together [Dietz et al. 2015] ) optimizing across the communication boundaries between those programs by analyzing and transforming the programs collectively.
Security
A common misunderstanding is that software multiplexing exposes all programs in a multicall binary to the vulnerabilities of other programs. In actuality, the only code paths exercised for a program are those that already existed in the original, separate version; any code from some other program in the set will not be executed in the same process at all! The only way security could be harmed is because it's likely that a significant amount of code not originally included in a program is now part of its executable code. This may allow more opportunities for code reuse attacks, such as composing gadgets for Return-oriented Programming (ROP). Except for small programs, this situation is unlikely to be much worse than the original. In the future we plan to address this by modifying the generated dispatch main to mark unrelated code as neither readable nor executable, similar to what is currently done by the runtime loader.
On the other hand, eliminating the ability to load code dynamically can significantly improve software security, by preventing attacks such as the recent Samba exploit [MITRE Corporation 2017] . It also makes it harder to create attacks through improper updates to dynamic libraries.
RELATED
The problems addressed by our work are long-standing issues that have been addressed in a variety of ways in the past. We focus here on the most relevant related work, which falls into two broad categories: reducing dynamic linking overheads; and reducing code duplication.
Reducing Dynamic Linking Overheads
To reduce the cost of dynamic linking, a number of solutions have been developed, some of which are in use today. One of the earliest, OMOS server [Orr et al. 1993 ] describes a novel shared library implementation that speeds up dynamic linking by caching executables and libraries after symbol resolution and relocation. SpringOS [Nelson and Hamilton 1993] achieves a similar caching effect for applications and shared libraries by caching them after applications exit. Red Hat's prelink [Jelinek 2003 ] tool precomputes relocation information and address assignment at link time instead of doing these at run time. Later work [Yoon et al. 2014 ] extends this to allow use of Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR). Prelinking and Preloading [Jung et al. 2007 ] extends this technique to also preload a predetermined set of shared libraries on embedded systems. Software Multiplexing achieves all these overhead reductions (and more), but also obtains the full benefits of static linking, while preserving the space savings of dynamic linking.
IRIX shared libraries from SGI used three techniques to mitigate negative impact of shared libraries: optimizations to reduce indirect references, a quick start scheme similar to prelinking, and layout optimization for procedure locality [Ho et al. 1995] . The latter is orthogonal to our work, while the first two achieve only a part of the benefits of Software Multiplexing, similar to prelinking.
Recent work [Agrawal et al. 2015] has even proposed hardware support to reduce dynamic linking overheads, focusing on the indirect function calls but not on initial startup overheads (they report łup to 4%ž speedups with the approach).
Finally, a number of current and past tools [CryoPID 2006; Reznic 2016 Reznic , 2018 scrut 2003 ] work by combining dynamically linked executables into a statically linked single-file equivalent. These tools rely on application checkpointing techniques, creating a snapshot of the program early in its execution for replay later. Similarly freezing a dynamically linked application is sometimes part of checkpoint-restart solutions such as MCR [Giuffrida et al. 2017] . None of the tools are able to remove unused code from dynamic objects, which yields substantial code size reduction benefits (e.g., upper chart in Figure 9 or N=1 case for memcached in Figure 7 ). These tools have the benefit that they do not require compiler support. A serious concern, however, is that these tools must support and emulate complicated semantics of binary formats, whereas Allmux is better able to reason about high-level intent instead of low-level implementation details.
Reducing Code Duplication
There have been both compiler and system-level solutions to eliminating duplicated code in applications and systems. Shared libraries ś which can be static or dynamic ś were invented mainly to address this problem [Levine 1999] , and are widely used. Position-independent code (PIC) was invented to enable more flexible code layout, including dynamic linking. Operating systems, linkers, loaders and compilers all have evolved to support these mechanisms, but current practice suffers from all the widely known tradeoffs [Levine 1999 ] between static and shared libraries described in the Introduction.
A few systems explicitly try to reduce or eliminate these tradeoffs. VMWare ESX server used a hashing technique to identify memory pages with identical contents [Waldspurger 2002 ] and share such pages between virtual machine instances on a single host. Kernel Same-page Merging (KSM) [KSM 2009 ] modifies the Linux kernel to scan through main memory and find duplicate memory pages between processes; such pages are then mapped into multiple process address spaces and marked copy-on-write to detect page modifications. This technique has also been shown to be especially effective at increasing memory sharing between VM instances. Such approaches do not address offline code size, do not reduce dynamic linking complications and startup overheads, and do not enable better compiler optimizations, all of which are achieved by either static linking or Software Multiplexing.
Slinky [Collberg et al. 2005 ] is perhaps the most effective previous solution, and is discussed in Section 1 and Section 5.9. In comparison, Software Multiplexing achieves better code size reduction and lower overheads, as discussed in Section 5.9, and does not require changes to the OS kernel, system linker or loader, but does require changes to the compiler while Slinky doesn't.
CONCLUSIONS
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